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History and Current Situation (from a perspective circa end 2008)

What was our starting point for Nyalic in Australia? 

Eight years ago we started with an idea to create a sales venture bringing Nyalic into 
a little known client base in Australia.

Fact:
 
1. The Australian market had already been exposed to Nyalic through a past 

association between HBI of Atlanta and Stainless Steel Service’s of Sydney(SSS). A 
company operated by Mr Ron Burns and his family..
SSS had previously bought “a” clear coat product which was HBI 101 - known as 
Nyalic from HBI. 

The business association between SSS and HBI was not without issues. SSS 
refused to sign any agreements with HBI - no history or reasoning for this is 
known, however at best it was a ‘strange’ relationship...

2. A battle of wills and an apparent dislike for the Nyalic name meant that SSS not 
only re-branded HBI 101 but also re-packaged the original formula, to a brand 
known as Nycote.

3. The use of the Nycote name was peculiar for Australia. The Nycote name is also a 
Registered Trademark of another international organisation.

4. SSS however maintained a web presence on the internet at www.nycote.com.au. 
In 2008 - after a legal intervention with the NYCOTE legal owner, SSS accepted the 
need to relinquish their Australian domain.

5. SSS had sold Nycote as ‘their brand’ in small quantity to industry within Australia… 

6. Nycote was sold not showing it was manufactured by another company so how it 
passed Chemwatch still has me baffled.

7. At some point, SSS attempted to load the proprietary Nyalic formulation into an 
Australian sourced aerosol can... They failed. 
Their contract packing company confirmed that the original HBI formulation 
became a ‘mixed’ product (with an infusion of “odd” thinners) ... the product did 
not pass through the spray tip as expected. The result being that in the ‘Nycote 
aerosol’, this product could not be sold.

8. This now mixed product known as Nycote was then un-packed and re-drummed 
and returned as a product fault to the USA… 
Unseen this milky product was courteously replaced (at HBI cost) under warranty. 

HBI were NOT advised by SSS that there had been any mixing, nor of the “thinning 
agent” that had been used in the aerosol canning and un-canning process.

Having obtained, tested and worked with Nycote, there is an obvious cloudiness to 
some of their product and possibly now due its obscure thickness, it has been 
known to fail…

HBI however did in good faith pay out as “a failure’ and only learned after the 
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event of ‘SSS mischief’ in thinning and canning …

9. Stainless Steel Service’s business manner was not constructive in developing the 
Nyalic product in Australia. The use of the Nycote name caused issues in Australia - 
SSS rather oddly resorted to claiming our Nyalic projects as theirs.

The manner with which they chose to operate caused us to change our ‘to industry’ 
policy and toughen up application and applicator process...

We considered that SSS obviously found our presence with Nyalic a threat. 
During the first year from our startup, SSS used both fair means and foul to obtain 
our Nyalic material and to gain access to our production and education manuals.
They did using furtive methods obtain a copy. We advised them through legal means 
to desist. 

Our Goals & Objectives - What did we hope to achieve? 

• An initial marketing plan was developed with consultant Geoffrey Columbus from 
Oliver White to create a sales company that actively promoted across Australia.

The objective  - “to have one company that carried out work and a Holding 
company which addressed the business process”.

After discussions in New Zealand, this idea was dropped - Mr Columbus and his 
associates chose not to invest in the venture.

The remaining investor continued and provided the capital required to operate the 
company - buy stock holding and contracted assistance to develop generic 
promotional material.
Due to the high cost of promotion, many of the early brochures and marketing blurbs 
were designed to deliver ‘all things to all people’. This proved later to have been a 
mistake - we had actually not truly discovered how good the Nyalic product was in 
relation to the Australian territories - a new-boy on the block mistake!

The sales material provided by HBI, has been very casual and as a generalisation, it 
was and remains unsuited to the Australian market - and much is just nonexistent. 

Everything media related for Australia was freshly created even to better replication of 
the Nyalic logo. The USA actually had no print acceptable logo!

Materials were needed which could be used freely by others.
Nyalic “dealer” manuals were created as were CD ROM multimedia kits to allow the 
Nyalic story to be told, truthfully and with integrity. An integrity not previously shown 
by SSS with their promotion of the brand Nycote.

It was decided by New Zealand and Australia that our Nyalic market was within the 
marine industry. This was seen initially as our market and to be open.

In the first year we hoped to achieve sales of 500 litres for turnover of $100,000. 
We failed dismally. Sales were less that $18,000 in total at full retail.
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A value of >$6000 worth of product was given freely to marine related clients in 
sampling during that first year. This is a high value? Enough to coat some 12000 
Square metres of metal!
It is not that we attempted to buy any business; simply the need to expose the 
potential client base to a clear coating system which ‘actually’ worked. Providing 
product was the most expedient and effective method.

Why? - Who believed the Moon projects or the US testing… few Australian did!

• In Australia, people do demand local tests and seem to have an expectation 
that it is Nyalic’s job to pay! 

• Every potential vendor or applicator was a critic - or, knows it all. 
• Many even spoke of ‘bad experiences’ with Nycote and … 
• Other people who knew everything assured others they also knew what to do!

With product sampling, it was deemed important that Nyalic be seen offering a 
product that was and is supported internationally - this being a value that a client 
might use to benefit their own business. 

The losses in the early years are unmentionable.

The second year was expected to deliver positive sales. Again, the expectation was 
again from within the chosen marine sector.

Concerted efforts were made to create a dealer representation to clients in 
Queensland, to West Australia and widely across New South Wales. 

Victoria and South Australia, these were left alone simply as we had not enough work 
force.

Limited success came in WA with Strategic Marine seeing the merits of Nyalic. We 
pursued a dealership arrangement. Sales were however less than dynamic. Less than 
three cases/36 units of Nyalic.

With the downturn in the crayfish industry and minimal new build production onshore 
in Australia, Strategic Marine only succeeded in application of Nyalic to one vessel 
during their association. The application site was Geraldton, not at Fremantle. 

Strategic Marine captured full margin from the sales.
At this time, Strategic Marine started building new ships in Malaysia using cheaper 
labour, they also became very erratic payers and so the Nyalic agreement was allowed 
to lapse.

Smaller marine companies exposed to Nyalic - McLay and others, were buying only 
minimal every six months. Nothing of value came from the marine sector to grow our 
business.

It must also be noted that the cost of fuel is critical to the small boat sector. Between 
that, 9/11 and other historical events have all combined to slow alloy boat sales, 
particularly in Queensland.

The focus of our sales process changed. We were winning nothing of value so explored 
other targets.  These included State Rail and industrial clients.
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Reasons being...

• Smaller marine constructors operations were seen as resistant to change; 
• Their industry conditioning to paint processes and not include clear coats and... 
• The fact that Nyalic hides no blemishes or build marks. 

To this day many constructors in Australia should still be described as rough and 
ready. 

• It is ‘the’ client who still owns the finished product and often buys on price.
• We still attended many boat shows in Brisbane with SPECMAR alloy plate builders. 

Results were interesting, we did make further local contacts but promised sales did 
not come. While expensive, this promotion did show to clients how Nyalic was 
accessible.

• Both volume marine builders Quintrex and Stacer explored Nyalic as an option. 
They eventually considered that high cost on already expensive priced units did not 
suit.
Their Korean connections apparently saw no added value to their units. 
Nyalic did not hide their marks which meant that they still needed traditional paint 
processes within production. Nyalic was an added cost to be trimmed. 
Personnel at Telwater were very well aware of the value that Nyalic could provide.

During a visit to Fremantle WA, contact was made with Australian Customs. 
After gaining Canberra permission, we reported the issues with their Cutter fleet. 
We created a short factual presentation and offered a Nyalic solution. One they could 
utilise economically using their existing contracted repair companies and also be 
Australia wide. 
For us this would also expose Nyalic to a greater range of clientele. 

The contact to Customs showed the Government sector recognised Nyalic and efforts.
We progressed and at their request “tested” what was already well proven product on 
the vessel transoms and within the wet areas internally on their 39 meter patrol 
vessels. 

Results for Customs were instant. Corrosion that had been occurring stopped and 
more importantly their operational ‘service at sea’ times could be increased.

For Nyalic, we were then able to tell further success stories about this process on 
substantial vessels. This proof has since opened additional doors in Canberra.

The Government sector. Parks and Waterways, EPA, Rural Fire, ECS and Police all 
started to see the significance and value of Nyalic to their organisations. The fact that 
Nyalic could save them money - and they could operate within tight budgets. They 
could now see they did not require such heavy maintenance. 

Our previous Nyalic marketing material, somewhat scattered in design was reworked 
to individually tailor presentations, more suitable to the precise market.

We found that the total sales process needed to be more variable and occasionally be 
completely different. Small tailored ideas and promotion have worked in brand 
exposure but not always to advantage in every sale. 

 
Our exposure to Government, rail and industry brought others to explore our product. 
Those contractors catering to military started to seek us out.
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Our new segments have included 

1. Aviation with direct contact and limited testing conducted with QANTAS on ground 
handling equipment. Additionally in promotion to the aerial top-dressing industry.

2. Large structure architectural through direct approaches to property managers.

3. Industrial mining.

4. Heavy moving equipment via CAT, CLARK, HYUNDAI and KOMATSU

5. Navy by way of CEA, TENEX and other defence contractors

... And results - sales were immediate in the industrial equipment sector.

Was this due to our “will to succeed” or, that we identified a market that had issues? 
Without establishing OUR OWN firm goals, our marketing had no direction. 

Environmental Analysis

• The industry developed in Asia Pacific was based on historical and our geographical 
location. 

• Looking at the changes and our small advancements - in the New Zealand case to 
franchisee operations, we have made some progress in developing markets for both 
Nyalic and also on their own merit, the HBI cleaning products. 

• From a zero market in Australia, we are now respected. 

• In Australia, we have never lost our core values. 

• The larger companies - paint related, now give us severance - they acknowledge 
that we cover a market in which they have failed many times. 

• We have also resisted the temptation to enter the DIY market, even though from 
this we could make quite equitable returns. 

• The Nyalic business fits well in industrial sectors - this gives us a progressive 
opportunity to expand our business. 

• We continued the association in Canada albeit without much ground support from 
the USA.
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1.2 Product and Services

• The only products we sell are HBI proprietary applications. 

This may be conceived as dangerous - we are reliant on the on-going relationship to 
HBI. They are manufacture and owner of the Nyalic recipes and we need be assured 
that the HBI company will continue to trade.

• The new HBI developments in Aluwash, HBI900 and further cycles are acknowledged 
but initial efforts are placed on the standard HBI offerings... Nyalic, Tuff Prep, Simple 
Prep and Right Rinse. 

• When compared to other cleaning options, there are no comparable products on the 
market across the world. 

• Beyond the license agreement held by Nyalic (NZ) which is on-subbed to Australia, 
we are only limited by the constraints held within that original license. This means 
we can sell to ‘any market’ but we control this in a measured way.

1.3 Customer Demographics 

• Our customers have remained quite constant through the last few years... Users 
who chose to apply Nyalic as a value added business service and the DIY marine or 
caravan person who wants to do his own thing

• Some were marine specific at first - now with our approaches to industrial, we note 
that we gained these clients by making a direct and personal site contact. The new 
clients need this contact.

1.4 Competition and Competitive Advantage

We have in theory several major competitors. MAGNUM and DUPONT. 

In reality we don’t! Through our tenure with Nyalic we have noted the competitor 
efforts and also, their equal product failures. 
Between Magnum and Dupont, they have invested millions of dollars against us yet 
Nyalic has always come out as both honest, reliable and most of all - still respected. 
We actually do things differently in our application… 

A realistic assessment of the opposition coating/paint companies, they are not 
primarily focused in the clear coat industry. If they were, both Nyalic NZ and Nyalic 
Australia would have been swallowed up long before now. 

Reality shows that while we have a limited capacity to address the strength of 
Magnum and Dupont.  We resisted by providing a better product and a ‘result’ 
whereas the others have failed.

In many ways we have also grown our business on the back of their efforts to attempt 
to capture our market.  

We monitor regularly to check we do not suffer or at some future point face further 
challenge from both.  New competitors may also choose to enter the market. 
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In consideration that the Big two companies now tend to leave us alone, our past 
manner has worked but - we remain ever vigilant. 

Our competitive Nyalic advantage? 
• Single Pack 
• Our products work
• We innovate by establishing fresh markets
• We provide backup  
• We provide service - that is seen as refreshing

1.5 Price Strategy

We use no pricing technique. We trade with fair margins which are seen by industry as 
acceptable. 

1.6 Advertising and Promotional Strategy

• We continue to innovate in industry magazines and where possible obtain editorial 
coverage. In Australia these include Afloat and Transom Magazines.

• We use limited national magazine advertising in relation to other companies. 
• We chose our targets, both on TARP’S and audience. 

• We actively promote at trade shows both internally and abroad. We also use direct 
marketing campaigns into specific targets if appropriate. 

• Our promotional literature includes brochures, flyers, some 200 assorted PDF files 
for electronic transfer - a commercially produced DVD, self running CD promotions. 
PowerPoint presentations and in particular market specific DL colour brochures.  

• We also maintain four professional websites. One does need a serious review!

• As the needs demand, we often use or substitute other promotional techniques. 

While we have regular cycles our timetable for the next 12 months promotional 
activities is at best ad-hoc. If a situation arises and we have fluid capital, we might 
take other promotions. 
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1.7 S.W.OT. ANALYSIS 
Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats. 

SWOT

Strengths:
Our Nyalic products are brilliant.
We do a good job.
Our clients respect our manner.
We have proved products across several 
industries.
TRANSPORT
RAIL
ARCHITECTURE
MARINE

Weaknesses:
Australia is under resourced in man-power.
While Australia is profitable, its also been the lack of 
drawing from the company by the director that has 
given Nyalic (AU) a strong base business.
Australia continues to prop USA and NZ with 
marketing finesse.
Australia never recoups value for effort ex USA or NZ

Nyalic products are manufactured in the USA.
While not essential, we need to be finding ‘like-
minded’ staff.
We are a multi time-zone industry and our capacity to 
process requires management.
FINDING THE RIGHT PEOPLE

Opportunity:
We can add staff.
Bring in business investors.
Sell distributorships or franchise.
INFRASTRUCTURE
MINING
MORE in Architecture

Threat
HBI and their capability is distant, we must be self-
reliant.
Nyalic is a licensed product.
Licenses are limited.
HBI need to continue manufacturing our core 
products.
For Australia, should Nyalic NZ be sold, we eventually 
will need long term contracts directly to the 
manufacturer
FINDING THE RIGHT PEOPLE - AGAIN

 
1.8 MARKET RESEARCH 

Most of our market research is based on listening and addressing market needs. 
We listen to a client need, tailor a created package and solution that fits and address 
the segment. A good example being Surtees. Their style of preparation and Nyalic 
application has produced both primary and secondary market through other vendors. 

We routinely survey our respondents - 

1.9 Market - the Target 

• We are only limited by the product segments of HBI. 
• We sell NYALIC, TUFF PREP, SIMPLE PREP, and RIGHT RINSE in various sizes. 
• We do not promote other HBI products such as Aluwash, HBI900 or others still to 

be defined.
• We do not have a defined space beyond what is our “existing market” until HBI 

advises us of new product options.
• We base our business on targets which are realistic, achievable and provide a 

sufficiency in profit. 
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2.  The Operations Plan 

2.1 Business Structure 
Our Asia Pacific businesses are company structures. 

2.2 Scope of Operation
The size of our business is limited to our capacity to provide “a constant level of 
service!” 

This is measured by - 

- We have limited employees, all “workers” are investors in the Nyalic business. 
The areas we serve - local within Australia and as required by International web 
contact, however we do effectively service India, Thailand, Pakistan through to Dubai 
and Europe. 

- everybody who sees Nyalic, wants a bit of Nyalic… 

• To be involved with Nyalic is not about huge revenues or brilliance… 

• There are people who do not understand and over-quote the capacity and make 
mistakes… 

• When we “manage” projects in a concise and clinical manner, we win most 
situations, no matter the cost.
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2.3 Regulatory Issues

We have some Local, State and Commonwealth Government regulatory requirements 
that are required for our business.  See appendices for greater detail.

‘The application of a clear, resin based or pigmented product in liquid form which, 
when applied to a surface by brush, roller or spray gun, forms a dry, adherent film. 
Paint may be applied for decorative or protective purposes and may be applied to any 
appropriate surface on any structure, fixture, fitting or apparatus.’ 

For licensing purposes, works encompassed by the term painting include, but are not 
necessarily limited to:

• textured coatings applied by the above-mentioned methods
• preparation and minor repair (but not renewal or replacement) of surfaces prior to 

painting.

Qualifications - Completion of:

• BCG30603 Certificate III in Painting and Decorating.
• Or, completion of any of the following superseded qualifications:
• BCG30498 Certificate III in General Construction (Painting & Decorating) TAFE 

course #8063
• Qualification 11766 Certificate III in Painting and Decorating TAFE course #2155
• Certificate III in Painting and Decorating, Trade TAFE course #5129.

Nyalic needs a nominated supervisor within NSW (and in other states) with the 
prerequisite qualifications.

Fees for one year being $237 - $469 for three.

Nyalic needs pay a fee of $796 plus $172 every year as ’the Contractor’

2.4 Insurance 

We have maintained applicable insurance requirements for our business.  
Should we employ added staff, then Workers’ compensation insurance is compulsory 
and is not defined in our plan.
Due the amendments in the Building code, should we include approach the Windows 
market, we are advises that we will require Builders Insurance.

2.5 Business Premises 

Australian operations operate from a freehold premise. 
This property is not a company asset.
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2.6 Location 

• Nyalic (Australia) Pty. Ltd. operates from Sydney, NSW. 
There are no plans to expand offices past this location in the medium term.

 

2.7 Production Arrangements

• Nyalic will remain produced in the USA. 

• It is acknowledged that to ease any ‘future’ production issues at HBI, there is a need 
for an efficient reporting system from Asia Pacific into the HBI Head Office process. 
This is presently achieved in an ad-hoc manner which in a modern business is 
unacceptable for larger scale planning and/or developing monthly activity and 
promotion schedules.  

• For Compliance with existing Government regulations, it is imperative that all stocks 
shipped to Asia Pacific are on plastic skids to avoid excessive fumigation costs. 
Previously, we have been obliged to pay to fumigate entire shipments. 

• It is essential the “applicators” keep an open dialogue with Nyalic representatives. 
This allows correct stock levels in country and ensures Nyalic can achieve JIT (just in 
time) product control.

2.8 Distribution (Place) Arrangements

• Our products are distributed in Australia from Sydney by Australia Post. 
On occasion we hold a significant volume of all stocks in Western Australia, 
Queensland, Victoria and South Australia. 

• In Western Australia, Nyalic Services, a subsidiary of Nyalic (Australia) Pty. Ltd. 
could distribute pending agreements. 

• Nyalic Applicators Queensland may hold stock in that state. Nyalic Applicators 
Queensland being an independent trader. 

• This same process may occur in the State of Victoria depending on agreements. 

Margins for distributors have been based on our ‘distribution cost’ viz. a perceived 
retail cost. We chose to suggest but not to direct what is an end user price. 

2.9 Credit Terms

• The credit policy in Australia is to operate 7 days accounts although for Government 
accounts, we will carry to 20th, the month following in line with their practice.  
We offer no formal terms to our customers. 

• A large number of 7 day accounts do not pay within 30 days.

2.10 Plant and Equipment

We already own the business equipment necessary to provide the service offered. 
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2.11 Quality Control 

We are in process of implementing measures to ensure that all work is to the specified 
standard. 

2.12 Memberships and Affiliations

Nyalic Australia maintains no affiliations

2.13 Communications

We use all communication systems available. Phone, mobile, fax, web/internet, etc.  
For Internet, we have a high speed ADSL pipe interface and is mirrored with RAID diks 
backup.

2.14 Trading Hours 
Our trading hours are presently 24/7 due the myriad of time zones. 

 
 
 
3.0 Unique Selling Proposition (USP) 

The question Australia has always asked of HBI and Nyalic NZ - What makes our 
product or service different and better?  

NEVER once has this been answered succinctly!

Without a defined USP our marketing process did not always provide people with a 
compelling reason to buy from us.  This meant in the past we wasted time and money 
on marketing that did not work. 

 
4.0 Marketing Message - the international blueprint  

What do we say in some of our marketing? 

We said “ClearCoat Surface Protection”...

Why we ever promoted our product with an obvious spelling error? Only some 
American could create this logo! 

Is this not blatantly wrong English no matter which country. 
We have never been given a justification from HBI nor do we understand the 
philosophy!

Nyalic (Australia) treated this spelling as a “dead mouse” and have also played down 
the space history - few people even recall the Apollo times
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5.0 Marketing Activities 

Deliberately erased
 
 
6.0 Marketing Calendar 

Deliberately erased

 
7.0 Marketing Budget  

 
Deliberately erased
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APPENDIX

Contractor Licence - Building - Company/Partnership

Contractor Licence - Building - Company/Partnership

Overview
When is this licence required?
You will require this licence if you operate as a company or partnership that intends to 
contract, sub-contract and/or advertise to carry out residential building or trade work. 
This licence only applies to work where the reasonable market value of labour for the 
total job is over $1,000. A builder may specialise in one or more of the following 
specialist trade categories of residential building work, as defined in state building 
legislation: bricklaying, building, building consultancy, carpentry, decorating, 
demolishing, dry plastering, erection of prefabricated metal-framed home additions 
and structures, excavating, fencing, flooring, general concreting, glazing, joinery, 
kitchen, bathroom and laundry renovation, mechanical services, metal fabrication, 
minor maintenance/cleaning, minor tradework, painting, roof plumbing, roof slating, 
roof tiling, stonemasonry, structural landscaping, swimming pool building, swimming 
pool repairs and servicing, underpinning/piering, wall and floor tiling, waterproofing, 
and wet plastering. Please consult the Contact Officer for more information on this 
requirement and your obligations under the legislation.
Who can apply and what are the prerequisites?
To be eligible for this licence, the company or partnership must: - employ a person 
that holds a Qualified Supervisor Certificate; - be registered with ASIC; - have the 
necessary qualifications and practical experience as specified by the Authority; - be 
considered a fit and proper person for the purposes of the licence; - directors not be 
of mental incapacitation; - directors and company not be disqualified; - have the 
necessary qualifications and practical experience as specified by the Authority, and - 
not a debtor to the Director-General or Administration Corporation; - not be subject 
to an unsatisfied Tribunal order; - not hold any authority which is currently suspended 
or have had an unreasonable number of complaints, penalties or cautions against 
you; and - have not performed work subject to an unreasonable number of insurance 
claims; - not be bankrupt or a director or person concerned in the management of a 
company that is the subject of a winding up order or for which a controller or 
administrator has been appointed; - not, within the period of 3 years before the date 
of the application, have been bankrupt or a director or person concerned in the 
management of a company when the company was the subject of a winding up order 
or when a controller or administrator was appointed; - have not been a director, 
partner or person concerned in the management of a company or partnership that 
was disqualified from holding an authority within 3 years before the date of the 
application, unless the Director-General is satisfied that the applicant took all 
reasonable steps to prevent the conduct that led to the disqualification; - provide 
details of required home warranty insurance as specified by the Authority; and - pay 
any required fees.

Licence Information
What is the duration of this licence?

• Duration
• 1 - 3 years

What legislation specifies these requirements and will provide further information?
• Empowering Act of Parliament
• Home Building Act 1989
• Regulation
• Home Building Regulation 2004
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Contractor Licence - Building - Individual
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Contractor Licence - Building - Individual
Overview

When is this licence required?

You will require this licence if you want to contract, sub-contract and/or advertise to 
carry out residential building or trade work. Residential building work refers to 
activities such as construction, making alterations, additions, repairing, or renovating 
a building or portion of a building used as a dwelling. It also includes work to other 
structures such as swimming pools and garages. This licence applies to work where 
the current market value of labour and materials for the total job is over $1,000. A 
builder may specialise in one or more of the following specialist trade categories of 
residential building work, as defined in state building legislation: bricklaying, building, 
building consultancy, carpentry, decorating, demolishing, dry plastering, erection of 
prefabricated metal-framed home additions and structures, excavating, fencing, 
flooring, general concreting, glazing, joinery, kitchen, bathroom and laundry 
renovation, mechanical services, metal fabrication, minor maintenance/cleaning, 
minor tradework, painting, roof plumbing, roof slating, roof tiling, stonemasonry, 
structural landscaping, swimming pool building, swimming pool repairs and servicing, 
underpinning/piering, wall and floor tiling, waterproofing, and wet plastering. Please 
consult the Contact Officer for more information on this requirement and your 
obligations under the legislation.

Who can apply and what are the prerequisites?

To be eligible for this licence, you must: - be at least 18 years of age; - be considered 
a fit and proper person for the purposes of the licence; - not be of mental 
incapacitation; - not be disqualified; - have the necessary qualifications and practical 
experience as specified by the Authority; - not be a debtor to the Director-General or 
Administration Corporation; - not be subject to an unsatisfied Tribunal order; - not 
hold any authority which is currently suspended or have had an unreasonable number 
of complaints, penalties or cautions against you; - have not performed work subject 
to an unreasonable number of insurance claims; - not be bankrupt or a director or 
person concerned in the management of a company that is the subject of a winding 
up order or for which a controller or administrator has been appointed - not, within 
the period of 3 years before the date of the application, have been bankrupt or a 
director or person concerned in the management of a company when the company 
was the subject of a winding up order or when a controller or administrator was 
appointed; - have not been a director, partner or person concerned in the 
management of a company or partnership that was disqualified from holding an 
authority within 3 years before the date of the application, unless the Director-
General is satisfied that the applicant took all reasonable steps to prevent the conduct 
that led to the disqualification; - provide details of required home warranty insurance 
as specified by the Authority; - not be an apprentice or trainee; and - pay any 
required fees
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